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Executive Summary 
Business intelligence (BI) creates competitive advantage for organizations of all sizes and in all 
industries.  It is an important business tool, a means of exploiting data previously locked in 
operational databases.  

With the fall 2005 release of MySQL Version 5, conditions for introducing and expanding open-
source enterprise BI programs have never been better.  MySQL capabilities have grown to meet the 
most demanding BI performance and scalability requirements.  Open-source now similarly 
presents an attractive alternative to expensive, propriety, closed-source BI software.  

Business intelligence is the key to fact-based decision making in the intelligent enterprise. 
Techniques and tools are designed to unlock knowledge from data. They will help you: 

• Understand past performance

• Monitor current activities and respond quickly to changing conditions

• Optimize business processes and performance

• Manage risk

• Forecast future prospects and plan accordingly.

If your organization generates data, BI will help you use it for competitive advantage.  

BI relies on strong database management as provided by DBMSs such as MySQL, which with 
Version 5 now competes in performance, capabilities, and reliability with other market-leading 
relational database  systems.  New and established MySQL features – a choice of engines for 
optimal performance, ACID transactions, views, stored procedures, triggers, and partitioning – 
match those previously found only in closed-source, commercial database systems.  MySQL users 
and developers can now confidently extend their investments to provide even greater benefit to 
their organizations.  MySQL is now not only an established DBMS standard for Web sites and 
operational applications, it is also an exceptional platform for high-value business intelligence 
functions.

Evaluators should look for software options offering a full range of BI capabilities.  Many 
organizations will want to start simple with basic desktop reporting functions.  Others will prefer 
to immediately implement a full analytics program with enterprise reporting, dashboards, OLAP, 
and data mining.  Workflow facilities, offering the abilities both to manage BI components and to 
allow external orchestration of BI processes, are another important component of modern BI 
systems.  

Pentaho Business Intelligence takes advantage of MySQL 5 scalability and performance 
enhancements and provides a comprehensive suite of best-of-breed BI tools – the only complete 
open-source suite – that matches the capabilities of expensive, closed BI systems.  Pentaho is a 
MySQL Gold Partner; the software is designed to integrate seamlessly with MySQL databases and 
support a wide range of business initiatives including sales and profitability analysis, customer 
analysis, HR reporting, financial reporting, KPI dashboards, supply chain analytics, and 
operational reporting, all with unique workflow capabilities.  Users may download individual 
programs or the complete suite, all free of charge and community backed but also enhanced by 
optional commercial support and an optional Professional version, at www.pentaho.org.
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1 Evolution of the DBMS & BI markets

The Open Source Revolution and Database Management

The database management system (DBMS) and business intelligence (BI) markets are mature, yet 
much room remains for innovative technologies and business models.  The two markets are really 
quite similar.  Both feature a number of large, well-established vendors that offer roughly 
comparable technologies, with value-added services provided by the companies themselves and an 
assortment of consultants and developers. 

MySQL emerged as a low-cost entry in a crowded DBMS market, but MySQL's selling point was 
never just or even primarily price: It was ease of use and administration and absolute suitability for 
important applications, in particular as the database back-end of choice for Web publishing. 
MySQL has matured in recent years.  The technology now rivals that of established closed-source 
vendors for the broad set of traditional database applications, which we can classify as publishing, 
operational, and analytical.  MySQL is able to compete in these areas because its modular 
architecture allows you to choose the storage engine that performs best for a spectrum of needs: 

• InnoDB for transactional systems

• MyISAM for analytical systems including data warehouses and data marts

• Memory, formerly known as Heap, for high-performance applications

• NDB, the Cluster Storage engine, for high availability and scalability

• Archive for efficient storage of large data volumes

• Federated, providing for local access to remote data tables

• Merge, also known as MRG_MyISAM, which collects identical MyISAM tables for unified 
access.

The different engines share common administration and query interfaces, and MySQL even allows 
you to select engines on a table-by-table basis within a database.  MySQL has a single version of 
SQL and has a smart optimizer that insulates developers and users from the technical details that 
distract from their focus on delivering the best possible applications.

MySQL Version 5, released in October 2005, addressed important enterprise concerns.  Version 5 
adds must-have features including ACID (atomic, consistent, isolated, and durable) transactions, 
distributed transaction processing conforming to the X/Open XA specification, triggers and stored 
procedures, and views.  Version 5 also notably brings MySQL's internal metadata schema into line 
with relational standards.  

Further enhancements are slated for forthcoming releases.  Among these enhancements are support 
for table partitioning, an important scalability feature for “big-data” uses such as data warehouses. 

Given its new capabilities, MySQL is now a DBMS of choice for data warehouses and data-
analysis applications.

Next Up, BI

The business intelligence market is primed for an open-source make-over akin to what has occurred 
in the operating-system, database, application-server, and development-tool markets.  
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Business intelligence is a set of tools and techniques designed to unlock knowledge from data.  BI 
lets organizations derive the maximum value from their information assets.  It helps users:

• Understand past performance

• Monitor current activities and respond quickly to changing conditions

• Optimize business processes and performance

• Manage risk

• Forecast future prospects and plan accordingly.

BI exploits organizational data for competitive advantage.  It is the key to fact-based decision 
making in the intelligent enterprise.

BI has long been dominated by a number of commercial-product vendors in areas including 
reporting, on-line analytical processing (OLAP), data mining, extract, transform, and load (ETL), 
and dashboards and visualization.

The best BI tools are process-centric, providing integrated workflow options.  Best-of-breed 
workflow involves not only the ability to manage processes within the overall BI platform, it also 
allows the BI functions to be externally orchestrated by larger applications that require embedded 
analytics.  Workflow capabilities provide for managed BI and for the flexibility to offer users BI 
within line-of-business applications.

Open-source BI alternatives were slow to emerge, but the market has flowered in recent years with 
the appearance of tools in each of the major categories.

Open-source reporting options are now plentiful.  They include  Eclipse BIRT (Business 
Intelligence and Reporting Toolkit), JasperReports, and JFreeReport.  Several projects cover the 
spectrum of charting, dashboard, and visualization functions.  Mondrian is a “relational OLAP” 
server that relies on a back-end RDBMS, accessed via JDBC, for data management. JPivot provides 
a Java Server Page tag library that can utilize Mondrian and other analytical services via MDX 
queries.  Weka is the most prominent open-source data mining and machine learning software, and 
the Kettle ETL project has gained popularity for its ease of use and ability to integrate real-time 
and historical data.

Open-source business intelligence options actually offer technical advantages over the closed-
source tools.  They can incorporate features missing from mature tools, such as integrated 
workflow management (which treats BI as the central business process it is) and designed-in 
interoperability with commercial and open-source tools of the same category.  Open-source BI 
tools share both cost and technical advantages with open-source stars including MySQL, JBoss, 
Apache, and Linux.
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2 MySQL As a Business Intelligence Platform

Analytical and Transactional Databases

Business intelligence is a process that encompasses acquiring and managing information, designing 
analytical interfaces, and delivering actionable business insights.   Because BI's value hinges on 
availability of timely, accurate, accessible information, strong data management is essential.  The 
quality and performance of analytical databases – data warehouses, data marts, and operational data 
stores (ODSs) for real-time analytics – are critical.

Data warehouses are databases optimized for data analysis rather than for transaction processing. 
They typically house many gigabytes of data and are structured using dimensional modeling 
techniques – star schemas – to provide rapid response to complex queries.  Many data warehouses 
store textual and geospatial data in addition to numerical data.  By including harmonized, cleansed 
metadata – information that describes the tables, fields, and value sets – data warehouses are able to 
host diverse applications that range from structured reporting and performance dashboards to ad-
hoc query and intensive statistical data mining.

Whether you are creating data warehouses or data marts – datasets specially designed to respond to 
the analytical needs of particular users or applications – or both, MySQL's MyISAM engine 
provides the fast bulk, incremental data loading and indexing, and the responsiveness, needed to 
support large data volumes and diverse, complex queries.  MySQL is also, of course, fully capable 
of supporting real-time data analysis that works directly off operational data stores managed with 
InnoDB or another of MySQL's engines.  

Because MySQL provides a standard SQL implementation and application programming interfaces 
(APIs) usable across the complete set of engines, the user has the flexibility to run analyses off an 
appropriately structured data warehouse, data mart, or operational data store.

Design Choices

Data-warehouse and ODS designers must make important decisions that start with selection of a 
database platform.  With new Version 5 capabilities, MySQL is an option for data warehouses and 
ODSs extending into hundreds of gigabytes.  Capacity, features, and ease of administration make 
MySQL an excellent choice for new users and the best bet for sites that already use MySQL for 
publishing and transactional systems.

MySQL database size is limited only by the operating system's support for large files and by 
hardware capacity.  The software will support anything from small databases to ones containing 
terabytes of data.  Performance options include standard techniques such as locating indexes and 
data files on different disk volumes and index caching, also possibilities not found in competing 
systems, notably the choice of static, dynamic, and compressed record structures.  The record-
structure possibilities allow the database designer flexibility in balancing performance and space-
utilization considerations.  Additionally, MySQL's Merge engine allows database partitioning by 
collecting distributed MyISAM tables for unified access.  The forthcoming Version 5.1 will include 
explicit table-partitioning options.

MySQL supports embedding analytical functions in the database close to the data.  This feature 
allows the user to create derived measures including key performance indicators (KPIs) that are 
then available for shared use across applications.  Extending the database in this way is a 
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convenient alternative to implementing functions in application code, one that may have 
significant performance advantages.  There are three options:

• User Defined Functions act on single rows or aggregate across rows, returning string or 
numerical values.  They must be written in C or C++ and compiled into dynamically 
loaded, shared object code.

• Stored procedures are sets of SQL statements managed by the server.  MySQL implements 
SQL-2003 syntax, which is also used by IBM's DB2.  And stored procedures may be invoked 
via triggers that are activated in response to designated events.  

• Native functions are built into MySQL's source code; MySQL is, after all, open source, 
designed for extension by a community of contributors.

The new functions and procedures are usable via SQL queries.  

The system further offers integrated full-text indexing and search as well as r-tree indexes on 
spatial data with a number of functions that return geometric results.  Any column of standard 
char, varchar, and text types can have a full-text index.  Text-search functions using Boolean 
expressions and two-pass expanded searches are built into out-of-the-box SQL.  MySQL's spatial 
extensions are a subset of the SQL with Geometry Types environment that conforms to 
specifications published by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).

Lastly, Version 5 adds updatable views to the mix.  Views, or virtual tables, can prove a plus for 
data-analysis applications.  They are queries that function like tables, retrieving selected data 
columns and rows on request from joined database tables.

Given MySQL's capabilities and capacity, data warehouse, data mart, and ODS developers can rely 
on the platform to support the data-loading procedures, star schemas, and analytical interfaces 
needed to deliver a broad range of business intelligence functions.
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3 Extending MySQL with Pentaho Business Intelligence

An Easy Add-On

Pentaho Business Intelligence answers the question: “I'm generating and managing business-
critical data.  How do I unlock the greatest value from it?”

Pentaho supports the spectrum of BI functions (enterprise-class reporting, analysis, dashboard, and 
data mining) with workflow capabilities that help organizations operate more efficiently and 
effectively.  

The software is flexible.  You can embed components in other applications, create customized BI 
solutions, or deploy the suite as a complete, out-of-the-box, integrated BI platform.  

Pentaho is an easy add-on for MySQL users.  It is open-source and available as a free download.  It 
is coded in Java and operates on all leading application servers including open-source options JBoss 
and Tomcat.  Pentaho's development and production environments are designed for openness, 
scalability, and interoperability.  The software relies on industry standards and open components 
such as JDBC, MDX, XML/A, Apache, and the JSR 168 portlet specification.

You can exploit the whole suite or you can choose to start simple and grow.  

Quick-start: Reporting

Reporting operational and analytical data is the basic BI function.  With Pentaho, you can start 
with desktop reporting and then optionally deploy reports within Web-based applications using the 
Pentaho Reporting Server.  Some companies will simply want to download and run Pentaho in 
standalone mode to start building, scheduling, and distributing reports.  Others will want to embed 
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and integrate Pentaho into their own applications, using only the components they need, and 
customize it to fit their application. 

Pentaho reports are defined in XML.  Developers can work from samples directly or within the 
open-source Eclipse integrated development environment using Pentaho's Eclipse plug-in.  Pentaho 
also provides a reporting wizard that guides business users through the basic steps of:

• Picking the data source

• Selecting the information for reporting

• Defining the layout template

• Choosing where the report should go, when it should run, 
and who gets it.

Report components – styles, data sources, queries, parameters and 
parameter groups – can be saved and loaded when designing a 
report.  

The Pentaho Reporting Server was designed for high-volume, high-
performance, secure enterprise reporting, both on-demand and via 
an integrated scheduler.  It supports bursting – running and 
delivering components of a single report tailored for specific 
recipients – and other business-rules based functions.  In addition to 
the unique workflow components, the server supports a variety of 
report formats: not only Pentaho's own JFreeReports but also JasperReports, and Eclipse BIRT. 
Pentaho is designed for scalability and interoperability.

Reporting is only a start.  It is easy to provide further BI capabilities as users demand them.

Pentaho Analytics

Online analytical processing (OLAP) is a first step beyond reporting into true analytics.  OLAP 
provides interactive, slice-and-dice analysis of data structured in multi-dimensional cubes. 

Pentaho's OLAP capabilities provide for visually driven 
exploratory data analysis with rich roll-up data 
aggregation, drill-down, and drill-through to underlying 
data records.

Mondrian, which provides the core of Pentaho Analysis 
Services,  is a relational OLAP (ROLAP) engine, relying 
on a back-end relational database for data storage and 
query execution.  MySQL is an ideal OLAP DBMS 
although Mondrian can use any JDBC data source. 
Developers can get started by downloading a sample 
schema and XML files that define the data cubes, the 
“business objects.” Developers can define new objects by 
mapping their own database schemas into cubes with 
XML.  The Pentaho interface will provide all the 
necessary end-user data selection and manipulation 
capabilities.
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Dashboard Delivery

Dashboards are the leading method of packaging reports and analyses with charts and other visual 
elements for on-line delivery to staff throughout the enterprise.  With Pentaho, dashboards can be 
customized based on business role (such as executive, manager, or analyst), department or subject 
matter, and even for particular individuals.  And 
with Pentaho, dashboards can integrate with other 
BI components via Pentaho's unique workflow-
management capabilities including task lists, 
escalation, routing, and tracking. 

Pentaho Dashboards can be deployed out-of-the-
box for immediate use by casual business users, or 
Java developers can exploit components for custom 
solutions using Java Objects or Java Server Pages 
(JSPs).  These solutions can be tightly integrated 
with other applications or with JSR 168-compliant 
portal solutions.

Data Mining

Weka data mining completes the Pentaho 
platform, offering sophisticated pattern 
recognition and predictive analytics found in 
few competing BI offerings, whether closed or 
open source.  Weka collects clustering, 
segmentation, decision tree, random forest, 
neural network, and principal component 
analysis algorithms, all integrated with Pentaho 
for delivery either free-standing or via Pentaho 
reports or dashboards linked with Pentaho 
workflow.

BI Differentiation

Pentaho Business Intelligence is unique in the BI market.  It is the only comprehensive BI 
platform, offering reporting, OLAP, dashboards, and data mining, that is built from the start to 
support workflow at every level and across all functions.  It is also highly scalable and 
interoperable, providing enterprise-class features such as an object repository, report bursting, and 
reporting services for JasperReports, BIRT, and Pentaho's own JFreeReports.   It supports out-of-
the-box BI and may also be deployed as a component of larger business solutions.  And Pentaho is 
open source with the same cost and flexibility advantages offered by MySQL, JBoss, Apache, and 
Linux.  It is the only open-source BI platform with such widely ranging capabilities, scalability, 
and flexible deployment, plus a unifying workflow engine.
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Download and Go

Pentaho Business Intelligence is available as a free download.  You have access to source code, pre-
built installations, packaged demos, and a comprehensive set of development and deployment 
documentation.  You can choose to download the whole suite, individual components, or the SDKs 
you need to create your own applications.

The easiest way to get started – to add business intelligence capabilities to your MySQL database 
platform – is to visit pentaho.org and download the Pre-Configured Installation.  The download 
comes with a pre-installed and configured JBoss Application Server. In addition, it contains a 
ready-to-use solution repository including sets of reports demonstrating functionality, which will 
help you get started.  In ten minutes, you'll have the software running and accessible via a Web 
browser.  You can then modify the pre-configured installation to tap your own data sources and 
provide your own data objects as the basis for your own reports, cubes, dashboards, and other BI 
components.
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About Pentaho

Pentaho is the leader in open-source business intelligence. The company manages, facilitates, 
supports, and leads development of the Pentaho BI Project.  The core project team has been 
together for many years, through success after success. It includes highly experienced industry 
leaders with a strong record of creating successful BI products for top-tier commercial vendors, 
including Business Objects, Cognos, Hyperion, IBM, Oracle, and SAS.

Working with others in the Open Source community, Pentaho aims to achieve positive, disruptive 
change in the BI space by building a leading-class BI platform and making it available to everyone 
by releasing it into open source. 
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